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Our Tenth Year

Thursday, January 22, 1987

The Image of Fairfield

Poussaint Discusses Interracial Relations
by Melissa Campanelli

Dr. Alvin Poussaint
[Photo by Andrea Whitehouse]

United Way
Tops Goal
Fairfield University and the Prep
surpassed their goal for contributions
from the campus community to the 1986
United Way campaign. The University's
original goal was $18,200, which was
adjusted mid-way through the campaign
to a more realistic target of $17,000,
according to Michael Maccarone,
University controller and chairperson of
the campus campaign.
Maccarone commented, "Through
the generous efforts of our contributors,
we were able to give credence to this
year's theme, 'Building a Caring
Community.'" He was assisted by
Phyllis
Fitzpatrick,
director
of
management
information and cochairperson of the campus campaign. She
will serve as chairperson of the United
Way campaign on campus this coming
year.
Almost half of the campus
categories involved exceeded their goals,
bringing the total to $17,373.

"We must learn, listen, and understand
what America is all about." These were
the opening words of Dr. Alvin
Poussaint, Harvard psychiatry professor
and author, who came to speak on behalf
of Martin Luther King Day on Thursday,
January 15th, in the Oak Room. His
topic "Interracial Relations" was based onJ
the fact that the only way America can
survive, is if we take time to learn about
each others cultures and accept them
equally.
Poussaint spoke of the problem of
poverty that is rampant in the black
community.
Today, there is more
poverty than there was 20 years ago,
when Dr. King died. In fact, in 198(n
one third of the black population lived
below the poverty line. This means a
family of 4 was earning less than
$ 11,000 a year. Poussaint accounts this
to the fact that there are simply no high
paying jobs available to the mostly
uneducated black community. Hence,
they are forced to work at service jobs
offering only minimum wage pay. This,
of course, leads to a troubled family life.

as well as the abolishment of the nuclear
family
,
leaving .only
"drugs,
hopelessness, and abandonment as the
result," Poussaint claimed .
Education and community work are
two essential elements vital to the black
people, along with all other races. We
must teach young adults, in gerneral, to
care about each other, instead of only
being concerned about themselves in this
goal-oriented "Me" society. .
Poussaint also felt that in order for
blacks and whites to live together
peacefully, the economy has to be
restructured. In the government's cut
backs on federal programs such as food
stamps, they are giving the black race no
economic support. Poussaint claimed he
was not surprised at all about such
incidents as the recent Howard Beach
case. Blacks are made to feel inferior,
and whites simply want segregation.
They want a predominantly white society
with only a few minorities under them.
Like the descent of the Native
American Indian, black racism is the
product of white western assumptions,
which becomes stereotyped and put into

people's heads at birth. Blackness was
thought of and always will be considered
an impurity or taint, in comparison with
white's purity.
There is always a
suspision surrounding blacks, so they arc
always forced to prove themselves.
One way in which Dr. Poussaint is
able to teach people about the black's
plight in modern society is through his
work on "The Cosby Show".
As
creative consultant, he reviews scripts for
Mr. Cosby, making sure there are no
demeaning remarks, about anyone or any
race, which are commonplace on many
other sitcoms today. He also screens
scripts,
making
sure
they
are
psychologically realistic as well as
educational. Finally, he helps some of
the white writers to incorporate certain
black cultural aspects and family
traditions into the show, hoping to
broaden the horizons of the show's
audience.
All in all. Dr. Poussaint feels that it
is vital for children to be raised caring
about each other, and he claims, "This is
the spirit of Martin Luther King, and we
must make it our goal to obtain this
spirit in 1987."

New Director of Student Activities Hired
By Connie McKenna
News Editor
Fran Gencarelli, a Rhode Island
native and graduate of Temple
University, has been hired as the new
Assistant
Director
of
University
Activities. The position was previously
held by Kim Hale.
Gencarelli received her undergraduate degree from Fairleigh Dickinson
University, and her Master's degree in
education from Temple in 1983.
Previously she worked at Queen's
College as Assistant Director of
Programming.
As part of her duties, Gencarelli will
be working with FUSA to help organize
planning and programming. "I'm really
looking forward to helping develop an
innovative
and creative activities

program.
We'll
expecially
be
concentrating on creating different, but
not costly, activities."
Gencarelli will also aid other clubs
and organizations with programming, as
well as assisting the graduatue assistants
and organizing the leadership weekend
slated for April 3rd and 4th. "My most
immediate goal is to become familiar
with the student population and its wants
and needs. This is the best way that I
can help develop truly worthwhile
programming."

Updated Student
Directory Arrives
by Connie McKenna

The traditional student directory
underwent a facelift this year; the
project was undertaken by FUSA and
was developed by a computer program
created
by
FUSA's director
of
information systems. Rob McMahon.
In the past, the directory was
produced
by
the Cardinal
Key
Society,which simply printed the student
information stored on the University's
mainframe computer.
This year,
however, University lawyers advised that
this method is a breech of a recent
privacy act. When Cardinal Key members
decided that they weren't equipped to
handle the more demanding task, FUSA
President Mike Miller undertook the
responsibility.

Open House was not the booming success as it was in September.
[Photo by Joe Draper]

Fran Gencarelli
By Andrea Whitehouse

The process began with the
distribution of student information sheets
which required a signature as permission
to release the infonnation.
McMahon then created a computer

program which allowed him to input the
student information onto a database. For
three straight days, McMahon and other
FUSA members input names into the
program.
McMahon then edited the
output, and sent the material to the
printer.
FUSA financed the project, which
cost $3100.
The Mirror originally
offered FUSA the use of its typesetting
equipment, but due to technical
problems, the printer was not accessible.
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Little Shop Seeks Volunteers
[he Little Shop, of Hall-Brooke
Foundation, is seeking volunteers for the
hospital's gift shop. Hall-Brooke is a
private psychiatric hospital in Westport.
Participation on the Little Shop
committee offers a number of rewards for
volunteers. There is the satisfaction of
providing patients, staff and visitors with
a convenient and pleasant place to
purchase necessities and gift items.
Contact with staff and patients gives the
volunteer a sense of participation and
service. There is also the satisfaction of
working on a committee that operates
independently in the management of die
Little Shop.
One of the most rewarding
experiences that the Little Shop
volunteers have each year is deciding how

they will use the proceeds from the Shop
to benefit the hospital, the school, the patients and students. In the past, these proceeds have been used to purchase, among
other things, color T.V.s, a portable
movie screen, park benches, picnic table,
benches and computers for the school. The
Shop has also contributed to redecorating
areas of the hospital.
With the permission of their
supervisors, all volunteers at Hall-Brooke
may participate with staff in some
meetings and training programs.
Persons interested in volunteering in
the Little Shop or in any other area of
the hospital should call Janet Nevas,
Director of Volunteer Services at 2271251, extension 229.

FAIRFIELD U DAY
Every Wednesday Starting Jan. 28 and
Thursdays From 4 pm to 8 pm

Wash! Cut! Blow Dry!
R-gu.arly.17

Q^ $^
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^ Paul's Haircutters
2317 Post Road, Fairfield
(Across from Breakaway Rest.)

259-9084

EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD.

Noteworthy Professo
Clarissa Sinaguiia, director of
special events and community relations,
appeared on a panel for the Annual
Conference of Chamber Music America
at the Hebrew School for the Arts in
New York City. The panel, entitled
"Hitting the Road," was concerned with
building better tours with regional
touring programs, and effective planning
and booking.
Dr.
Daniel
Geller, associate
professor in the School of Graduate and
Continuing Education, presented three
papers during the fall semester. In
Chicago, at the First Annual conference
of the Family Resource Coalition, he
discussed the "Role of Family Systems
Theory in a Pediatric Continuity Clinic."
In San Francisco, at the 1986 Annual
National Conference of the association
for Persons with Sever Handicaps, he
presented the "Role and Function of a
Human
Rights Committee in a
Residential School for Students with
Severe Handicaps." The third presentation
was "Social-Emotional Issues of HomeBased Services for Handicapped Children
and Their Families."
Dr. Paul F. Lakeland, associate
professor of religious studies, convened
and presided at a session on "Hegel and
the Problem of Difference" at the annual
meeting of the Hegel Society of
America, Atlanta, Ga. Dr. Alfred F.
Benney, associate professor of religious
studies, and Dr. John Thiel, professor
of religious studies, attended the annual

meeting of the American AcaWemjUof
Religion, also in Atlanta. Dr. oeomff
convened and presided at the "Academy
Study of Religion" section of the AAR
which was devoted to a converstation
with authors of textbooks for the
introductory course in religious studies.
Dr. Thiel gave a response to four papers
delivered
to
the
"Schleiermacher
Seminar" of the AAR.
Dr. Linda L. Terry, assistant
professor of marriage and family therapy
in the School of Graduate and
Continuing
Education,
made
a
presentation entitled "Supervision as a
Multilevel Interactional Process" at the
North Atlantic Regional Association for
Counselor Educators and Supervisors.
Dr. Thomas E. Conine, Jr.
and Dr. Gerald P. Madden are the
authors of a chapter'entitled, "Corporate
Social Responsibility and Investment
Value: The Expectational Relationship,"
in the Handbook of Business Strategy ,
1986/87 Yearbook, published by Warren,
Gorham & Lamont. Dr. Conine is
associate dean and a professor of finance
and Dr. Madden is an associate professor
of finance, both in the School of
Business.
Dr. R. James Long, professor
of philosophy and director of the Honors
Program, was selected as an editor of a
Festschrift, an honorary volume of
essays
on
comparative
medieval
philosophy.

BOOS

CHEERS

The College Consortium for International Studies,
CCIS, is composed of 170 American Universities
and Colleges. The CCIS offers 16 semester and
year long study abroad programs.
Accredited Programs • Affordable Programs
Financial Aid Available

-
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England
Israel
Ireland
Germany
Spain
Italy
Denmark
Egypt

FALL SEMESTER
IN DUBLIN
St. Patrick's College
Maynooth
12-15 Credits
Summer Programs
At Trinity College
Dublin

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Switzerlai
Mexico
Canada
France
Greece
Sweden
Portugal
Colombia

1985 - 86 Over 2100 U.S. Students Registered for CCIS Programs

VA ft

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243

College Consortium For International Studies
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23 Friday
Evening of Music with Jean Yuez
Thibadet students $3
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22 Thursday
Career Day Student Nurses
Oakroom 4-7 PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 PM
Marines Lobby 10 AM - 2 PM
Supershooter Contest RecPlex
12 N • 2 PM and 4 - 6 PM
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MLr/u£-/vo cuss-turn.
Boos...to the ridiculous snow mounds
blocking three prime parking spots near
Bannow...it seems there are enough
places we can't park so why not put the
mush there?...to the 24 hour smoke fog
in the Stag-her...intelligent people like
fresh air...to not cancelling early classes
on Tuesday...obviously the decision
makers hadn't hit the road yet...to all the
No Parking sign along the Beach...it's
harder to park there than on campus, if
you can believe it-

25

Sunday

• Have a nice day!!

24 Saturday
• Circle K Incredible Legs Contest
Oakroom 9 PM
• Women's Basketball vs. lona
Alumni Hall 5:30 PM
• Men's Basketball vs. lona Alumni
Hall 7:30 PM
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by Christine Rahilly

Information for the calendar may
be submitted in writing to
Box P or to the Mirror.
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Cheers...to
parties,
parties,
parties...Insanity - Kegs and Eggs, the
Big House, the Dog House, Regis
ground Around the World, and of course a
variety of Point locations...to the Red
Sea being featured by Cablevision at half
time of the next game...only Fairfield
has Moses as Superfan...to Jeff Gromos
and Dana Pellegrino for being named
MAAC Players of the Week...both are
leading Fairfield's finest to victory after
victory...to those people running for
FUSA President...we hope there are as
many qualified candidates as there were
last year...

27 Tuesday
• Town h louse Meeting Oakroom
6 PM
• Glee C lub Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 PM
• Mirror meeting BNW Fac. Lge.
7 PM
• Wome Ys Basketball vs. Queens
Alumn Hall 5:30 PM
• Men's 3asketball vs. Yale Alumni
Hall 8 PM

26 Monday

28 Wednesday

• RA me eting Oakroom 7 PM
• Wome Ys Chorale Gonzaga Aud.
6 PM
• Volleyt all Sign-Ups begin RecPlex
• Activitv Class begins RecPlex
• Amnes ty meeting 7:30 pm,
jBarnur n 3rd floor lounge

• Christia n Fellowship meeting
Oakroo m 8 PM
• Women 's Chorale Gonzaga Aud.
5:30 PI A
• Volleyb all Refs Clinic RecPlex
7 PM
• Playhoi jse Presents: Taming of. the
.§hrew /ideo 7:30 PM,
. .
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Editorials
Recognizing King

F.U.T.A.

For most of us Monday was just another holiday. It was a day
to recover from the weekend, to go skiing, to enjoy one more
party. However it may have been spent, few probably gave much
thought to the significance of Martin Luther King Jr. and his
contributions to American society.
There are only three other people who are celebrated by a day
of national recognition. Each of those three played an intergral
part in accomplishing something very significant and positive for
our society. George Washington, Abraham Lincoln and Christopher
Columbus bring to mind specific deeds that forever effect our
lives. Their birthdays give us a chance to celebrate.
The observance of King's birthday is quite different. While
King was the irrefutable leader of the Civil Rights movement, a
charismatic and dynamic speaker and a champion of peaceful
resistence, his day is more a significant symbol of the failures of
society. Sociologists and social scientists tell us that the plight of
minority Americans is worse tharvever. Since King's death in
1968 the economic welfare of blacks has actually declined.
Instead of the equality and desegregation that King spoke of we
have more isolated our neighborhoods and built up the barriers
that allow racism flourish. The unemployment rate of blacks is
twice as high as whites. Black women are particularly
susceptible to falling into poverty.
Martin Luther King Jr. Day cannot be a celebration in the
spirit of Columbus, Washington, or Lincoln because the goals that
King set forth for all of us have not yet been achieved. The signs
of suspicion, hate, anger and misunderstanding are evident. From
blue collar neighborhoods to universities incidents of the kind we
would most like to ignore have become front page news.
Until the violence ceases and minorities have an equal chance
at achieving the American dream we can only sight January 19 as
a ray of hope shooting down a long barrel. We hope to one day
walk in a King Day Parade that recalls the greatness of the man
and of his prophetic vision rather than marching to stop the
deteriorating foundation that he built for civil rights.

Dear Editor,
As reported in the December 11
issue of The Mirror , The University
Council has unanimously voted to allow
Student Services and the Townhouse
Association (FUTA) to decide on a
mutually agreeable revision of the new
Townhouse Social Policy. Mr. Rossi of
Student Services has expressed an interest
in working with FUTA, and I, as
President of FUTA, am willing to work
with him to come up with a mutually
satisfactory agreement for all of those
involved.
In a letter distributed to all of the
townhouses on November 22,1 invited
townhouse residents to give me their
views on the new social policy. I did not
receive a response from any of the
residents. In view of the recent
University Council decision, I now
repeat my invitation to the Townhouse
residents: If you have a view on the new
social policy, or an idea of how it could
be changed, please contact me at
Townhouse 62 or through Box 971.
As members of the University
Council have said, FUTA needs to take
an active role and become a functioning
body, especially when the number of
Townhouse residents will rise to over
400 next year. In order for this to
happen, FUTA has to have input from
the Townhouse residents. So please let
us know how you feel.

OH HEY. SORRY
IC ANT, BABe.

tvt 60TABI6
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^hte—/

^ V
SORRY
WERE LATE
AGAIN, MRS
[WICKER.

NO SKIN OFF ,
MY NOSE. OF A*
COMSE.THE
OTHER. KIPS
NAVE \ *->\
STARTS'

SOPOI.

IN FACT, I
USUALLYPO.
FOR ONCE,
IP LIKE TO
ARRIVE ON
77/K£'\

STARTED
WHAT?

\ T^"^,
mTCHINS^fX/A

THE TUBE.
WU60T
THIS WEEK'S
CHECK?

Several other people have moved
into the paper the past several weeks that
I would also like to acknowledge. John
Courtmanche has been promoted to
Executive Editor. Along with Melissa
Campanelli, he will be in charge of the
Spread Page and contribute to News and
Features. In his place as Features Editor
we now have Freshman Joe DeVito.
These promotions have us all
excited as we anticapate that the new
blood and special talents of these

individuals will help to continue the
paper in the positive direction that it is
going.
The whole staff is hopeful that more
people who are interested in writing stop
in to the office in Gonzaga ground or
come to one of our meetings. We meet
every Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the
Bannow 3rd floor lounge. Please join
us.

yOU P0N7 UNDER- HICK, YOU
STAND, JOANIE. MY PROMISED
EDITORS OUT SICK, 10 TAKE
SOI... )_
HIM! you
ALWAYS P0
mis TOME I

ENTER
WHOA... 1 SEE
"FAMILY WHAT YOU MEAN, f.
. FINANCES, PAY CARE IS
\
1 SPREAD
TAKJN6ABI6
'■ SHEET."
BITE. /

yO! PAPPY!
I'LL WALK.

All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Joseph T. Draper
Managing Editor
Melissa Campanelli
Executive Editor
John Courtmanche
Associate Editor
Lisa Boyne
News
Connie McKenna
Arts and Entertainment
Robert Amoroso
Features
Joe DeViio
Sports
Paul Fabbri
Business
Michael Maher
; Hadaelena Messia
Commentary ,^-""',
Photography^ \gig~.—i Andrea Whitehouse
Fashion / x* A S.mJj DiCeasare
Graphic's
Frank Locke
Assistant Graphics
Lisa Hughes
BUSINESS ST AFT
Public Relations
Laura Malerba
Advertising Manager
Sam Faillacc
Account Executive - ^i&&L.
MikcMcPadden
Business Managers
Shcri l.amont
Michael Thompson
Lawn Doctors
Tom Blauvelt
John Pawlowski
dene Bolan
Production Manager
Leigh Danenberg

Sincerely,
Tim Martin
FUTA President

Behind The Scenes
Once again I would like to announce
some changes here at the Mirror. I am
happy to report several changes in
personnel. After two and one half years
Frank Locke has moved onto bigger and
better things. The position of Graphics
Editor as been taken over by Lisa Hughes
'89. I would like to thank Frank for all
the work he has done and welcome Lisa.
We know that Lisa will continue to
improve upon the fine work that Frank
has done.

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga

COULP
YOU, SON?

RICK!

ACTUALLY, THE COSTS ITS NOT
ARETHELEASTOFIT. ALWAYS
WERE JUST NOT SEE- THATBAP.
INS THIS KID! MOST I'VE GOTTEN
DAYS I PONTRICK HIM AT FOUR
HIMUPUNTILUX!^-^
■

Office is located on Gon/.agu Ground Floor.
Telephone-254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct—255-8802. Layout every Sunday
night. Ad deadline Friday afternoon. The
Mirror is published every Thursday during
the academic year. All rights reserved.
Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror,
Inc.

RICK, YOU ALMOST jpoUBTITS
NEVERGETHIM! VAJ0FWN
^™M,°"l BESIPFS, WHO'S
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KEEPING
0NEWH0HAST0
smeF?
PUSH HOME.
N
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'.|5i3?5;,' "i^4"-U_5is
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RICK, I REALLY FEEL TORN
APARTBYTHIS. WPRERAISINO
A UTTLE STRANGER. DO YOU
KNOW THAT JBFF TOLD ME HE
CALLED MRS. WICKER
"MOMMY" TODAY'

JOANIE, IT'S A VERY MANIPULA
TIVEA6E. HES 60IN6 THROUGH
NORMAL SEPARATION ANXIETY.
DON'T LET HIM 6ET TO YOU THAT
WAY. ITSMSTA
STAGE!

'■

£6
THESIMMONS
0ONG! „fli BOY. HE'S
ifZ5, BABYSITTING
T
THAT? A6A]N1D
NIGHT. V

X

I<uJS CRYING BECAUSE ALLTHE
OTHER CHILDREN WENT HOME AND
you WERE LATE AGAIN, BUT MRS.
WICKER GAVE ME OREOS AND LET
ME WATCH CARTOONS AND I
CALLED HER 'MOMMY'»■MISTAKE.

AT THE RISK OF S0UNDIN6 POSTFEMINIST, RICK, ITS JUST NOT
WORKING. WITH BOTH OF US PURSUING CAREERS, JEFF IS BEING
I CHEATEP!

MAYBE ITS DIFFERENT WITH
OTHER PEOPLE, BUT ITS FINALLY
BEGINNING TO 6ET TO ME SOMETHING HASGOTTO GIVE HERE'

IWANTT0PROPOSE SOMETHING.
YCVPROBABLY
VONTGOKRrr
BUT I THINK...

HEY.D0NTWRK1
ABOUTME.BABE.
YWD0UHATYW
HAVEVP0.

I THINK
Y0USH0UW

Y0UCANALWAYS
GOBACKTDWORK
AFTER...SAYWHAT>
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$

8.00/Hr.

PLUS
PAID BENEFITS
Permanent
Part-time Work
Loading-Unloading
Packages Up To 70 lbs.
Excellent Opportunity For Students
Work hours available: Mon. thru Fri.
•

4:00
12:00
5:00
11:00

a.m. to 8:30 a.m.*
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
p.m. to 9:00 p.m.*
p.m. to 3:00 a.m.

*

All shifts available in Stratford UPS Facility
* Shifts available in the Norwalk UPS Facility
Interviewing for Stratford Facility at the Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
Honeyspot Road, Stratford. Exit 31 1-95.
Mondays 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Interviewing for Norwalk Facility at the Norwalk UPS Facility
190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk
Mondays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Wednesday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
EOE • M/F

No phone calls, please
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Features
Diver Devoted to Justice
By Laura Malerba

"Some kids wanted to be policemen;
other kids wanted to be firemen. I
always wanted to be the Pope," says
Tom Hulseman of Winnetka, HI., a
senior majoring in management and
French. "I've thought about entering the
priesthood, and I haven't ruled it out as a
possibility yet."
In a world where students are
criticized for their apathy, Tom actively
serves in numerous organizations,
including being the director of Big
Brothers/Big
Sisters,
Adopt
a
Grandparent, and a Saturday morning
recreational program that teaches
catechism to retarded children as well as
captain of the varsity diving team.
Tom's involvement began at home.
Every year on Christmas and Easter his

Attention
Artists
How many times have you read a
comic strip and said, "Hey, I can do
better than that!" Well, here's your
chance to show your stuff! The Mirror is
now accepting entries in its' first ever
cartoon strip contest. The winner(s) wil
have a spot in which to vent their artistic
passions.
Submissions can be sent to Box
2430, Box AA, or left at the Mirror
office in the ground floor of Gonzaga.
Strip entries must include:
-a sample strip
-a brief description of the main
characters
-a one frame summary
-the cartoonist's name and box #

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Hulseman, and their ten children spend
the day at Little Brothers of the Poor, an
organization that sets up holiday dinners
and parties for the needy, where they visit
the elderly and the poor and share meals
with them.
"I come from a strong Christian
upbringing. Mom and Dad and five of
my brothers and sisters are Eucharistic
Ministers. (Eucharistic Ministers serve
the holy communion at mass.) Three
members of my family were in the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps as volunteers for social
service within the United States. We are
a very structured and very service
orientated family."
In the eighth grade Tom became a
volunteer at the Hadley School for the
Blind and was named volunteer of the
year. At Loyola Academy in Wilmette,
111. where Tom attended high school, the
Jesuit motto is " a man for others."
Tom has lived by that motto.
Throughout high school he worked in a
soup kitchen in downtown Chicago,
where he prepared meals and talked to
people who ate there. In his sophomore
year he went to the Illinois Correctional
Center to visit with death row inmates.
Tom opposes the death penalty as the
taking away of a God-given life. He is
now the leader of Concern for Life, a
student
organization
at
Fairfield
University that tries to raise awareness
on subjects such as the death penalty,
abortion
and
euthanasia,
through
discussions and protests.
For a social justice project at the
Stratford School in Highland Park, 111.,
Tom volunteered to teach autistic
children. He still works there whenever
he gets home on weekends and vacations,
"I have a special place in my heart for the
retarded. It fascinates me to see someone
who desperately wants to communicate.

Wait a Minute, Mr. Postman
by Joe T ;Vito

My stay at home this past holiday
brought to my attention the unpleasant
fact that my once happy home was now
being harrassed by one of the most
insidious terrorist groups in the western
hemisphere. Day in, and day out, my
family was constantly menaced by the
U.S. postal system.
Oh, sure, it sounds like a good deal.
Ed McMahon just has to give me a few
million. Why? What horrible thing has
he done that he needs to atone for it by
giving all this cash to people he doesn't
even know? It must have been pretty
lousy, because nary does a week go by
that dear Ed isn't screaming "Here's
Money!" in my face.
If I ever did win that money, the
first thing I would do is pay off the
Columbia House Record and Tape
Corporation. Someone in our house
made the mistake of selling our souls for
a bad selection of recordings at .02 a
dozen. I've never seen a Corporation so
lonely that they would bother to send us
32 pieces of mail a week, each offering
incredible bargains "with no obligation,",
just as long as I buy a record for
everyone in China before the end of the
month. I realize that they must feel a
little slighted when I refuse their
advances, but they are wasting their time
threatening my credit rating. I don't have
a credit rating to speak of, and if I did I
would gladly sacrifice it just to get them
off my back. No offense guys, but I

don't want to buy your damn records
until I die.
It's not that we haven't tried to deal
with these people rationally, because we
have, and it doesn't work.
Sports
Illustrated may offer you the world in
their TV ads, but don't try to get rid of
them. Before our first subscription ran
out, they started sending us warnings, as
if not having SI around the house was
tantamount to having your iron lung
unplugged.
Then they started sending us
envelopes with little pencils in them.
Yes, that's why we haven't re-uped, we
didn't have anything to sign the form
with. Then they started sending us 4
pieces of mail a day. Not satisfied with
that, they began calling to ask why we
were taking so long to renew our
indentured servant relationship and
receive our free. gift.
We gave in. The free gift was not a
camera, a car, or a vacation. It was am
ugly plastic watch that broke while I was
setting it.
We also got help from the
Association of Marion Helpers. They
should help themselves to the price of a
stamp, because as far as I know we
always immediately throw out whatever
it is that they've been sending us. At
least they don't call.

but can't. I want to help them. I've
never felt sorry for the retarded. There is
so much good in them."
"I worked with Stevie, who was
autistic. One day he made me really
angry. I can't remember why. So, I
yelled at him and had him stand in the
corner. He really put up a fight, kicking
and screaming."
"Usually after something like this
an autistic child will keep his distance
from you. Well the next day, I went to
his house to visit his family. As I came
down the stairs Stevie got up and ran to
me, put his arms around my legs, and
hugged me. His mother almost cried.
Stevie had never done that to her. For an
autistic child to initiate any contact at all
is amazing."
At Fairfield University, Tom is
more involved than ever. He's been a
Eucharistic Minister since freshman year
and is now their director. He also worked
for the Society to Advance the Retarded
where he would oversee the daily needs of
retarded adults living in a townhouse
community.
He helped them cook,
clean, and took them out for recreational
activities like bowling and miniature
golf. "They weren't very good at it, but

Tom Hulseman: "I always wanted to be the Pope."

Playhouse Waits No More
Samuel Beckett's two act tragiccomedy "Waiting for Godot" will be
presented at the Playhouse during the last
week of February.
First written in
French as "En Attendant Godot," the play
was a quick hit in Paris, "Waiting for
Godot" scored long runs also in London,
Rome. Helsinki and various German
cities, and it was produced in New York
in the spring of 1956.
The Ptayhouse production will be
directed by Carolyn Kowalski, with the
five-member cast including senior Mike
Habetz (seen most recently as Weston i-n
"Curse of the Starving Class") as Gogo
and Maura Rowe, '90, ("Twelve Angry
Men") as Didi. They will appear as two
tramps who, throughout the play, are
waiting impatiently for a certain Godot.
. "Waiting
for
Godot"
is
unconventional in structure and Kenneth
Tynan, a well-known London critic,
wrote at the time it was produced in
London that "it has no plot, no climax.

J~
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no denouement, no beginning, no
middle, and no end. But I love it."
Jackie Kane, '87, and Kelly
Comcowich, '88, will play the roles of a
cruel master, Pozzo, and humiliated
slave, Lucky, who pass by the waiting
hoboes. The role of Godot's young
messenger boy has yet to be cast.
This semester the Drama Club
hopes to equal the success of
"University" and the Christmas Nativity
scene, both presented last semester. On
Wednesday January 28. it will cosponsor, with the English Club, a
showing of the movie "The Taming of
the Shrew." The time and place will be
announced later.
Also, the Drama Club is interested
in performing plays written by students.
If anybody has written something that
they would like to be considered for
publication,
contact
Rosemarie
Dykeman, Box 745. •

What People Wanted For Xmas But Didn't Get

30% -1,000,000 in tens and twenties
25%—a new car
15% - their two front teeth
10% — someone else's two front teeth
5 %—anarchy and world destruction
4%-love slave/new whip
1 % - psoriasis

You can sometimes fight City Hall,
but don't expect to have control over
your mailbox.

i. * -■..» i • «•» ■ > in

they had the times of their lives." says
Tom.
"People ask me how I do it. 1 don't
see this as work. It helps me to relieve
the pressure from school. I see college
students complain about little things, but
their problems are so small compared to
these people. Students have so much
going for them: they just don't know what
to do with what they've got.."'
The Rev. Bill Cullen, a Jesuit
assistant chaplain at Fairfield University,
speaks of Tom's spontaneous charm.
"Tom's major gift is his grace to
empower others. He inspires others to
want to be involved. 1 love Tom's
willingness to do the outrageous."
Tom joined the varsity diving team
in his freshman year and was named most
valuable diver despite an accident that
almost killed him. Tom hit his head on
the board, causing a serious injury. He
spent over a month in the hospital
recuperating, but came back to Fairfield,
and is now the captain of the team.
Tom wants to travel around the
world for fun, but he also wants to earn
enough money to open his own school
for autistic children. "I'm very thankful
for the talents I have been given. I want
to use them to the best of mv abilitv."
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Top Talent

By John Courtmanche
"Wc rehearse for one month, four nights a week. The week
before opening night, we're there every night. You can study
acting in books or in classes, but the best experience is doing it,
learning, dealing," Tara says.
Tara Lucano has appeared in two of the Fairfield University
Playhouse's more recent productions, The Runner Stumbles and
The Curse of the Starving Class.
"Don't print this, it sounds so queer," says Tara Lucano, "But
it's like we're a family for the time being, then it breaks up."
The Fairfield University Playhouse undertakes four major
productions a year. Tom Zingarelli, Managing and Artistic
Director of the Playhouse, says, "Colleges are the 'archives of
great drama.' We have physical and financial limitations-we do
no big musical productions—but colleges can afford to produce
shows which Broadway will not touch" because, on Broadway,
there is more of a financial risk involved.
"We choose more popular shows" for the sake of student
attendance, Tom says, and because freshmen are more likely to try
out for well-known dramas or musicals. Also, "I ask to see
what's happening in the (Fairfield University) curriculum, so if
students are studying something, they can come see the play."
For instance, Waiting For Godot, which will open the week
of February 23 at the Playhouse, is on this semester's curriculum.
"Curse of the Stan'ing Class," says Tom, "was pertinent to
students who were able to identify with family relationships going
haywire."
No professionals act in the Playhouse productions. All of the
roles are filled by students, sometimes alumni. Anyone can
audition for any of the plays—no prior acting experience is
necessary.
"Al Mineri had never done anything before college," says
Tom, "But he got the lead in A Funny Thing Happened On The
Way to the Forum," and his acting career took off from there. Al
Mineri has had other leads since his debut last year. Last week,
Al and Michael Habetz, another regular Playhouse performer and
the only male in the cast for Waiting for Godot, were invited to the
American College Theater Festival, to audition for scholarships.
"Al is now considering an acting career," says Tom.
"For most students though, it's a social function," adds Tom.
"Also, it's a way to vent" academic stress.

Stephanie Stiefel and Michael Habetz in "Curse of the Starving Class"

"I wanted to do a musical, I like to sing," says Tara Lucano,
"But I did The Runner Stumbles and I liked it, to my surprise.
Professionally? Who knows."
"Tom has taught me more than I expected, and you learn from
other actors." The collaboration is the vital element according to
Tara. "Michael Habitz is so good, it was easier for me to perform
with him."
"I appreciate theater more now—it takes so much patience."
Tara says she doesn't like people who go out of their way to be
different, "Thespians" as they're known in the acting world.
"They study theater, act like they live and breathe the theater."
Tara corrects herself, though. "I shouldn't talk—maybe I'm
becoming one." A thespian, that is.

photos
courtesy of
Fairfield University
Playhouse
Tara Lucano and Alan Minieri grapple with poverty
of the Starving Class".
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Top Shows Top Productions

Stephen Perrot and Regina Perrot debate a man's guilt in "Twelve Angry Men".

Is he guilty or is he innocent? (L to R) Michael Hegley, Mark Kerrigan, Stephen
Perrot, Linda Williams, Francine Poppo, Frank LaPorta, Alan Minieri, Rich
McCourty, Scott Nugent, Jackie Kune, Maura Rowe and Regina Mauso.

in Sam Sheppard's "Curse
Richard McCarty '86 refuses to listen a moment longer. Alan Minieri and Frank
LaPorta look on.
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Alison - If you know
how to ski - PROVE IT!

RESUMES
Format • Typeset
Print

JO

We'll help you look good!

ciudubon copy shoppe
48 Sanford St., Ffld.
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From

$349

YOUR TROPICAL TREK INCLUDES
• Roundtrip jet between Philadelphia, New York
or Boston and Nassau.
• Complimentary inflight meal and beverage.
• Transfers between airport and hotel.
• Hotel accommodations for seven nights.
• All room taxes and energy surcharges.
• Tips for bellman and maids at your hotel.
• Managers party at most hotels.
• Party boat cruise with live calypso band.
• Discounts to Nassau's liveliest nightclubs.

IOJJJ

PREGNANT?
and need help...

complete

For information call:
Fairfield Sales Reps
Sam Faillace & John Zaterka
254-8203 Gonzaga Room 329

Mon.-Fri. 8-7
Sat. 9-1 K

259-4311

trtljrigtjt

CALL: 1-800-848-LOVE

238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

Free Pregnancy Test

STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES

Command
Performance

* MORE *•
6RCWIN6 UP

orraouc

The most
hilarious
guilt-free
way to

[ repent
By the Aarfwfsof the Hilarious National Rest;

GROWING UP CATHOLIC

j\ ever!/

We've got the style for you.

COMPLETE HAIRSTYUNG FOR MEN & WOMEN
SUNTANNING AVAILABLE

10% Discount
WITH FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
No appointment necessary. Free Consultation with every visit.

366-1719

2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (Near Finast)

. MARY JANE FRANCES CAVOUNA MEARA,
jSFFREY ALLEN JOSEPH STONE,
MAUREEN ANNE TERESA KELLY
RJCHARDCLEN MICHAEL DAVIS

Yea, verily, the
second coming is at
hand, because here's MORE GROWING UP CATHOLIC—another blessing -\
of heavenly humor and inspired irreverence from the authors of the t
phenomenal bestseller that had priests chuckling in their pulpits and../
a half-million of the faithful rolling in the aisles. If you thought religion "*•
was no laughing matter, this light-hearted lampooning will make
'■
a convert out of you... and if you're already a believer in faith, hope, .£
: and hilarity, your prayers have been answered.

•••
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.-•■,.., LX3UBLEDAY/DOLPH1N

K&ueLWifKnA
home of the 0\\ros

M@NISIV MISINE 8!
The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL
ORDER NOW! RESERVE EARLY!!!

FREE DELIVERY

259-1960
Try our delicious
• Hot and cold grinders
• Our famous gyros
• Pizza
. • Salads

SWEET SIGNS
Give your Valentine
a super-sized
laminated love note
complete with a
delicious chocolate
rose. Shipped
anywhere A supersweet way to say
"Be My Valentine"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOVE & KISSES
A long, lasting helium
filled. HEART-SHAPED toll
balloon attached to a
box of candy; kisses.
Shipped nationwide by
UPS. Balloon lasts tor
weeks, but the memory
lasts all year. A delicious
way to say IUOVE YOU..

ALSO FEATURING
Balloon Deliveries
Singing Telegrams
Clowns • Gorillas
Bees • Bunnies
Fonda Bears • Pigs
Bananas * Belly Dancers
Male Strippers
Decorations
Helium Tank Rentals
Balloon Imprinting
Tastelul • Reasonable
Reliable
Several Rental Packages
Available

Fairfield

Norwalk

255-9896

852-1876

Valentine
SOJIOS
Love-Grams *mZ*r*
Call tor Details
>*^ New Haven * shipping not included

787-1876 OPEN 7 DAYS

1844 Post Road Fairfield, a 06430 • Visit our Card & Gift Shop

500

Off New
Pan Pizza

EAA Off Hot & i
QII|L Cold Grinders J
—COUPON—
1342 Kings Highway Cut Off, Fairfield
We are across from Carvel at the traffic
Circle in Fairfield...only 3 minutes from Campus.
-Eat in or take out-
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Arts & Entertainment

The Top Ten Albums of 1986
1. Peter Gabriel-So

4. Steve Winwood-Back In the High
Life
5. Triumph-The Sport of Kings
6. Jean Beauvoin-Drums Along the
Mohawk
7. Billy Joel-The Bridge

2. The Rainmakers
3. Van Stephenson-Suspicious Heart
•

.
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8 . Kim Mitchell-Shakin' Like A Human
Being
9. Chris DeBurgh-Into the Light
10. Tom Cochrane and Red Rider

.

By Robert Amoroso

Musically, 1986 was somewhat of
a stand-off. On one end, there wasn't
anything so "important" as say, the "We
Are the World" sessions or Live-Aid.
Then again nothing earthshatteringly bad
transpired either. The big tours featured
Dylan and Van Halen. At least one of
them was successful. Madonna continued
to be larger than life. Who would have
thought she would have such staying
power? And, yes, there was mystery to
this year. This great nation of ours
remains in unrest because nobody still
knows who Johnny is. Even El Debarge
is clueless. On a personal level, I have

#10-Tom Cochran- Red Rider.
'86 had their fair share of sleepers, and
this is one of them. A somewhat tame
but provocative record with oodles of
introspection "Boy Inside a Man" hits
home with obvious impact. Other
winners include "Ocean Blues" and "The
Untouchable One." Could have been rated
even higher, but there was some
unavoidable filler here.
#9-Chris
DeBurgh-//?to
the
Light: He's loved in Ireland and England,
but has only enjoyed marginal success
here. This record is his most mellow in
years, but a very appetizing selection
nonetheless. "For Roseanna" is a
beautiful ballad about his daughter.
DeBurgh gives us hope with "The Spirit

seemingly has everything. But the selfdoubt of Joel brings out his brillance. The
writing is superb and quotable. As Billy
wisely puts it, "there's a danger in wanting too much." More than makes up for
an Innocent Man.
#6-Jean
Beau\oir-Drums
Along the Mohawk-Vox a guy who used
to play bass for the Plasmatics, he's
come a very long way. This LP, his first
solo, is a remarkable effort of
mainstream (yes, mainstream) power
rock. As a writer Beauvoir is also a
comer with such stalwarts as "Missing
the Young Days" and "This Is Our
House." Beauvoir has proven to be both
performer and producer. He made some
big noise with this quiet release.
#5-Triumph-77!£' Sport of KingsThough not an overtly dynamic as Allied
Forces, this band always seems to
impress. Here is no different. The sound
is stripped down and more commercial
yet insightful. "If Only" is simply an
intelligent hard rock composition. Other
starspots include "Take a Stand" as well
as the coyingly innocent, "Don't Love
Anybody Else But Me." Call them all
the names you want, Triumph is like a
fine Moosehead.

no idea what it means to "Wang Chung
Tonight." And Bruce Springsteen makes
an admirable forty song live record and
neglects to include a tune called
"Jungleland." Nobody ever said 1986
made sense. The following list here is of
one man's(?) opinion. It is not absolute,
and in many ways, invalid. Sorry to
disappoint, but I haven't listened to every
record in 1986. And yes, I listened to
some more than others. I always felt
these "list" things are pretty stupid to
begin with. But, in my self-indulgence, I
have a good time doing it. Hope you
enjoy it as well. This is my list, in
descending order as usual.

v

of Man." Such a shame that this man
cannot get his proper recognition.
Soothing and subtle.
#8-Kim
MitcheH-S/w/t//i Like
a Human Zte//2#-Remember "Go For
Soda?" Yes, Kim Mitchell, ex-Max
Webster, created a great one here. "Patio
Lanterns" captures the spirit of America,
and Kim is Canadian. Best asset of this
record: consistency. Everything here is at
least good. And as a guitar player, he
smokes.
#7-BiIly
Joe\-The
BridgeSurprise? It shouldn't be. Joel deserves
all the accolodes for this one. The Bridge
is a mature record of a man who

Selection Info

•JANUARY

Co'Uiair
ALL
MEETINGS
5:C0pm

FEBRUARY

mm-Cliair
Applications
M
These
/
Times CNLy/

#4-Steve Wmvtood-Back in the
High
Life-And
legends
endure.
Winwood's legacy speaks for itself, as
does this album. "Higher Love" is
deservedly a smash single, but that's just
the tip of the iceberg. Plenty of superior

Honorable Mention
The Call-Reconciled
Depeche Mode-Black Celebration
Bruce Hornsby and the Range-The Way
It Is
The Smiths-The Queen Is Dead
Van Halen-5150

endeavors here to choose from. Ageless
music from a man who seems to be
ageless himself.
#3-Van
StephensonSuspicious Heart-l raved about this man
for some time now, and the enthusiasm
hasn't waned. Stephenson is the great
musician nobody knows. I could only
wish I had his writing ability. Honest.
Stuff like "Make It Glamorous" and
"Dancing With Danger" keeps this fire
sizzling. Piledriving hooks don't hurt
either. Lack of promotion here was the
unkindest cut of all.
#2-The
Rainmakers-A'«/7.«w
City. MO. quartet wondermen made the
best American debut record since the
Cars. It's that great. Eclectic quirky and
raw, this group shocked me with the
finest balance of heart and mind. What's
the best song of the record? It's like
comparing Williams and DiMaggio.
Little mistakes to report. And it's just
the beginning. Everybody, regardless of
preferred tastes, should own this.
#1-Peter
Gabriel-So-Gabriel
has found a way to make Genesis appear
insignificant. No contest. The thought
patterns of Peter are both innovative and
inward. The "defences down" image is
what Gabriel provides. So is a record
from a man with growing confidence and
conviction. This album has it all:
humor, compassion, hope, fear, etc. It's a
long time since "Solsbury Hill" and an
even longer time since "Seven Stones,"
but this man continually reaches heights
superceding his contemporaries.

peter
gabriel
Stray Cat Slop
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor

The Setzer, Phantom, and Rocker
trio are at it again with a reunion record
of sorts. Sound strange? Well, not really
if you think of how many units Brian
Setzer's solo LP and two Phantom,
Rocker, and Slick albums sold. The
Stray Cats were largely responsible for
the Rockabilly resurgence of this decade.
Built For Speed made them millionaires.
Their latest escapade, Rock Therapy, is
rich in nothing but mediocrity.
What's the major thing wrong with
Rock Therapy? Simply, The Cats do not
seem to break any new ground with what
they are qualified at. And the song

selection is horrific. "I Wanna Cry" is a
pitiful attempt reduced to mere selfindulgence. "I'm a Rocker" is almost as
bad with its cliches from head to toe. The
title track keeps the quality lever at a
minimum. "Broken Man" is the records
only shining moment where some of that
old magic is recaptured. Too little, too
late. Too bad.
There was a time in rock's history
for the Stray Cats. Unfortunately, their
time has past. Rock Therapy is a subpar
endeavor which will further inhibit th|
creative exploits of each member ast
individuals. Sorry fellas, spare us fromAanother reunion. And spare yourself from
picking up this record.
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Julie Brown: MTV's Newest Import
by Lisa Boyne

On Christmas Eve I started a job in New
York City where I met one of the V.J.'s for
MTV. It was my first night of work and
since the club was overstaffed they asked
me if I would cashier. Reluctantly I agreed,
and after a couple of hours I noticed a young
woman who had a very interesting look to
her, she looked familiar but I couldn't place
where I had seen her before. She turned out
to be a friend of another employee who I
offered a ride home. She had a deep English
accent and we talked for a while, compar
ing American and British culture. She began talking about her job for MTV and I

was almost embarrased to discover that she
was one of the VJ's and I didn't realize it.
Her name was Julie Brown, and it
seemed I was the only one that night who
didn't know who she was. Constantly fans
complimented her for her work on MTV,
asking for autographs and pictures.
The second time I saw her was at the China Club, where I met a friend of hers who
was visiting from England. On this occasion I was able to ask her more questions
for this interview, and I had to compliment
her on how well she presented herself publically. Julie was pleasant to everyone who
Continued on page 11

The Bangles Combat Multiple Sclerosis
MTV: Music Television aired a
concert by the Bangles on Wednesday,
November 26 at 10 p.m. EST to kick-off
this year's Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) campaign on more
than 200 campuses.
The concert, which was taped in
October at the Syria Mosque in
Pittsburgh, is a prize for CarnegieMellon University, which raised the
most money for SAMS this Spring.

Multiple sclerosis is a disabling
disease which short circuits the central
nervous systems of more than 200 young
adults every week, most of whom are
between the ages of 20 and 40. There is
no known cause or cure, the disease has
personally affected Carnegie-Mellon CoChair Richard Miller, who was paralyzed
and hospitalized by an exacerbation of
MS the day after the concert.
"We're here to celebrate the fight

against MS," Bangles lead guitarist Vicki
Peterson told more than 3000 CMU
students. The group played songs from
its latest Columbia million-selling
album "Different Light," including the
hit singles "Manic Monday," "If She
Knew What She Wants" and their current
top twenty hit, "Walk Like An
Egyptian."
College students are now gearing up
for the SAMS campaign. Throughout
February, "Bust MS Month," they will
conduct a three-part fund raising effort on
behalf
of the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society.
The campaign kicks off with
"Balloons To Bust MS," a national
simultaneous balloon launch which will
be followed by sales of limited edition
SAMS sweatshirts featuring the logo of

■s

MTV: Music Television. The SAMS
campaign culminates in the Rock Alike,
a zany lip-synch competition in which
students impersonate their favorite rock
stars to raise money in the fight against
multiple sclerosis. The campus which
raises the most money becomes the site
of a Fall 1987 concert to be broadcast on
MTV.
Right now, SAMS and the National
Multiple
Sclerosis
Society's
105
Chapters are recruiting campus leaders to
Chair their local SAMS campaigns, as
well as other volunteers for Board
positions including: Public Relations,
Business Marketing, Recruitment and
MS Education Directors. To get involved
in the SAMS program or start it on your
campus, please contact your campus
Chair, the local MS chapter or call 1-800
I BUST MS.

Wonderous Stories
By Robert Amoroso

The Bangles fight the good fight

Chamber Singers Concert
Frank Schubert's "Mass in G," with
accompaniment
by
a
15-member
orchestra, will highlight the Fairfield
University Chamber Singers' concert on
Sunday, IV ruary ' The 2 p.m. concert
in the Oak Room is open to the public
with no admission charge.
The program also includes "A
Jubilant Song" by Norman Delia Joio
and spirituals by Marvin Curtis, both

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may. if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school exam.

I KAPLAN
STANLEY H. K API AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER ITD.

DONT COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

101 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 789-1169

contemporary composers, and "Exultate
Deo" by Alessandro Scarlatti.
Soloists for the Chamber Singers
will be: Jodie Ambrosino, North
Babylon, N.Y.; Peter Bolger, Comack,"
N.Y.; Carla Supersano, Shelton, Conn.,
Christopher McNulty, Greenlawn, N.Y.,
John O'Brien, Enfield, Conn.; and
Catherine Stiewing, Easton, Conn.
Carole
Ann
Coyne-Maxwell
conducts the Chamber Singers and
pianist Gloria Chu is the accompanist.

('SEARCH-ING)
While you are searching for that
permanent job, let ADVANTAGE
help you learn what corps might
be best for you. Put your office
skills to work a few days a week
& interview a few days! Call today.
^Temporary Services

/IDMNTAGE,
We don't just give you a job...
We give you a future.

780 Summer St.
Stamford
327-4356

A new Yes album should be out in a month or so....The title is
supposedly tabbed as Generator Did you see the "Big Time" video by
Peter Gabriel? It's no secret how I feel about the man, but his latest vid is
a disappointment. . .It's definitely too "Sledgehammerish". . .While we are
on the subject of "Sledgehammer." It was rated the #1 video in MTV's
countdown And in case any of you new wave kiddies can't get WLIR from
your homes, "A Question of Lust" by Depeche Mode was voted as Screamer
of the Year "Panic" by the Smitty's was runner-up....If you didn't hear,
Billy Joel joined Bruce Willis on stage at the Ritz earlier in the
month....Bruce Willis shouldn't take on a musical career because he should be
content with what talents he has as an actor Look at Donny Johnson, he
can not act nor sing Did you check out the new carpeting in Gonzaga
Pits? I remember the day that people were scared to parade that once
legendary hallway Somehow, they became civilized....Sequelmania is upon
us once again Yes, there is talk that Jaws 4 will emerge from
Hollywood....I'm counting the seconds...How about The Karate Kid
III
Ralph Macchio will star once again....Ralph attended my high school
and graduated five years before me Then can somebody tell me why he
looks five years younger People get ready, U2's new record is set for a
February/March release....I forgot to tell you that the third Indiana Jones
installment begins production next month For the last time as this
character, Harrison Ford will be at the helm I'm going to give cheap Super
Bowl prediction just to be, fashionable The score will be 24-7,
Jints....David Lee Roth will be at Long Island's Nassau Coliseum tomorrow
night just in case you're travelling south It*s true David Bowie is planning
to tour this summer....Still no word about a Boston tour....They would
probably get sued by somebody if they did....Did you see how they started to
build the Townhouses they promised?....Does this mean we can put Fairfield
University and competency in the same breath?....Stranger things have
happened....In case you haven't read your movie credits, it is Gene Simmons
(Kiss) who plays the antagonist in the new Rutger Hauer film, Wanted: Dead
or Alive....Tempus Fugit

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430.
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield ID.
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Sports
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Martha Yauch

Tim "The Roadblock" O'Toole dishes to Air Duncan in last week St. Pete's loss.

Lady's Maul Fordham
by Kevin O'Halloran

The Fairfield Lady Stags welcomed
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference play
with an 86-59 romp over Fordham in their
league opener this past Saturday.
For Coach Dianne Nolan's quintet, the
victory improved their overall ledger to 8-4
as they head into a busy week of conference
play against the MAAC's two, top finishers a year ago, travelling to St. Peter's on
Tuesday and hosting LaSalle on Saturday.
High scorer in the game for Fairfield,
was junior Dana Pellegrino, who hit for 22
markers on 10-of-16 shooting from the
floor.
Led by the first-half shooting of Pellegrino and junior guards Tasia Turkalo, who
finished with 12 points and junior forward
Trish Barrett, (10 points), the Lady Stags
bolted out to an early 12-point lead, 20-8,
at the 9:20 mark.
Fairfield increased its margin at halftime
to nineteen points, 42-23, and with Pellgrino's hot hand in the second half, the contest was never in doubt.
The Lady Stags opened up 30-point leads
several times in the second session and following two free throws by Patty, Costa, led
81-50, with 3:31 left in the game.
Coach Diane Nolan was happy with her
team's well rounded performance Saturday.
"I'm very pleased with our overall performance. The offense executed well, we
played tough defense and received contributions from everyone on the team," she
said.
Each of the 12 Lady Stags scored in the
contest, she added, and the game plan to
neutralize Fordham's leading scorer, 5-5
sophomore Jeanine Radice, (15 points, two
rebounds), worked to perfection.
"Our overall execution was good, and we
pushed the ball down the floor and attacked
their defense very well.

Trish Barrett also did a great job guardMartha beat Hillary Finklestein of Germany to capture the women's world PKA boxing chaming Radice in keeping her to eight points bepionship.
low her average," concluded Nolan.
Superheading the Lady Stags' attack thus
far has been the junior duo of Tasia Turkalo and Dana Pellegrino. Turkalo, a 6-foot-1
power forward leads the team in scoring
and rebounding. She is also topping the
ballclub with her .525 accuracy from the
floor on 74-of-141 shooting.
Pellegrino is next in scoring, clicking for
14.5 ppg. while also dishing out 3.3 assists
score of the first period and Fairfield thus
By Kerin Scahill
per outing. In the win over Fordham the
went into the second period with a 1-0
Fairfield backcourt general had a gameWinning may not be everything but
lead.
high 22 markers.
it does do wonders for a team's morale.
But Alabama regrouped and came
Fairfield has two other players whose After a two game losing streak, Fairfield
out shooting in the next two periods.
scoring averages are hovering around the seriously needed to defeat Western New
They closed the game with a 9-1 victory.
double-digit mark. Senior co-captain Karen England College. They came away with
Fairfield played strong defensively but
Brandt is aiding the Lady Stags offense with a 6-1 victory.
were completely outshot. They had only
9.3 ppg. while junior Trish Barrett is right
Tom Festa, leading scorer for the 23 shots on goal as compared to the
behind, tossing in 9.2 ppg. Barrett has also Stags, notched the first two goals of the
Chargers' 58 shots.
been the top Lady Stag playmaker thus far night. Both were assisted by lineman
Saturday, Fairfield found themselves
averaging 4.5 assists each time out.
Brian O'Connor. This Festa-O'Connor up against the Roger Williams Hawks.
Pam Rivers, the other senior co-captain team have proven to be an unbeatable This was by far and away one of the best
on the Fairfield five, has moved into the combination this season.
games the Stags have played all year.
Midway through the second period,
starting lineup the past three outings and is
Fairfield was really pumped as they
averaging a solid 7.6 ppg. while being the Captain Ron Ferrero caught a Festa pass came out first period and netted two
number-two rebounder on the club grab- at center ice, rushed in alone and hit the goals.
bing 6.3 caroms per game.
back corner of the net.
Only a minute into the game and FesFerrero wasn't the only defenseman
Filling the center slot for Nolan's squad
ta hit the far corner of the net, which gave
who added to the Fairfield tally. Sophohas been sophomore Cheryl Trumbo. The
them a quick 1-0 lead. Lineman O'Con6-foot-2 Trumbo, who has made tremen- more, Mark McGowan netted two goals nor added one of his own to the scoredous strides over her rookie campaign, himself. The first came after Mike Fitz- board after slipping the puck past the
gerald passed the puck over to McGowan
averages 6.1 ppg. and 5.2 rpg.
goalie.
Balance has been a key to the success of who was waiting in front of the net. His
But Roger Williams wasn't happy
the Lady Stags in their first 12 games as second goal was sent home with only 16
everyone has been doing their share in both seconds left in the second period. This with the Fairfield lead and evened the
the scoring and rebounding columns. With gave the Stags a 5-0 lead going into the score in the second period. Defensively,
a 12-game MA AC schedule heading last period.
Fairfield was at its best.
Ferrero,
towards the league playoffs, Coach Nolan
But Western New England was not McGowan, Art Ward and Dave Brady
will need her team to maintain that balance to be shut out. They had 41 shots on goal skated fast, and were ready to do anything
as the conference appears wide open with but goalie, Donny Smith thwarted all but
to stop their opponents. Several times
no clear-cut favorite.
one. The Golden Bears scored halfway the fans noticed how quickly they threw
their bodies in front of the speeding
through the period.
John MacDonald, a sophomore who pucks. Their efforts greatly aided goalie
has recently rejoined the team, closed the Smith who still had to make 38 saves.
game with a goal after receiving a Greg
By the end of the second period,
Field pass, thus ending the game with a Roger Williams had sent in another, and
York, and the luxury of her upper East Side
Fairfield's Tim Fitzgerald matched it with
6-1 tally.
appartment, where she lives with her fiance
a
quick shot from in front of the net.
The Stags then traveled up to
Christopher Breed, a Faces model also
Wesleyan College this weekend where
from England, and their cat Prince. SomeThe third period thus begun with a 3they were involved in the Seventh
day she hopes to go back to England where
3 tie and things grew tense. There was a
Annual William A. Spurrier Ice Hockey
her family and friends live. She hopes to
shot.right off a face-off, and suddenly
have a family and settle down, but not be- Tournament. Fairfield was pitted against Roger Williams was winning 4-3.
fore her time. Until then Julie enjoys the
the Chargers from the University of
Try as they might, Fairfield could
New York limelight where she frequently
Alabama in Huntsville. This team was a
not tie up the game and send it into
visits her favorite night spot, Stringfellows,
newcomer to the Tournament as was
overtime.
an English club
Roger Williams College.
Hence the game ended 4-3, Fairfield
Fairfield played strong against the
knew they had played hard, yet what
Chargers, who are known to have a very
made it worse was that they knew they
talented team. In the past year, Alabama
could have won.
defeated Villanova 13-2 and 15-1. In
This week they face St. Johns and
FUSA presidential candidates get in touch other words, not a team to be taken
Connecticut College and won't play
lightly.
with the Mirror A.S.A.P. for free adverThe only score of the evening came another home game until Wednesday, the
tising, debate and election coverage.
from O'Connor who took a nice shot to 28th of January when they once again
-■■■
the'tefr of the gOatier'HrS'Ws meanly* faceAWrleTSt:"

STAGS THUMP WNEC
Lose Twice In Wesleyan Tourney

MTV's Julie Brown
Continued from page 10

said they knew her, yet not in a fake manner, and she maintained a firm but not rude
tone if someone became a little too persistant.
MTV was not her first job in television
and prior to her job in New York Julie had
worked fotr the BBC in London. Her career
took off in 1978 after she won the world
championship for disco dancing. She had
been working as the English equivalent of
a Solid Gold dancer in Britain and landed
a job as a talk show host after she won her
title. She worked for the BBC until last
winter when MTV asked her to come to
New York as an MTV VJ. She eagerly accepted and has been in the States since last
May.
One of the big differences Julie finds with
Americans is that "They talk with funny accents". She enjoyVthe-social-life-of-New-
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Named MAAC Player of the Week

Joliet Jeff Has LaSalle Singing the Blues
By Paul Fabbri
Sports Editor

our efforts on the other two."
The Stags were unable to contair
Legler who finished the night with 24.
As for Koretz, he took himself out of the
game. In the first quarter, he made a threepointer. Which isn't bad lif you're a "D"
league intramural player. To make
matters worse, he committed his third
personal foul less than two minutes into
the second half and LaSalle coach Speedy
Morris had himself some company on
the bench. Although he returned, later in
the second half, he would not score
another point. Rich Tarr, the LaSalle
point guard, helped to pick up some of
the slack, as he hit a trio of three
pointers, late in the game en route to a
12 point performance. His last tied the
game at 58 with 2:55 left to play.
So it was left to Simmons to propel
LaSalle as he has done for the majority
of the year. Simmons has been like a
runaway locomotive this year for the
Explorers, hurtling over single coverage
and smashing through zones. However
on Saturday, Lionel the Train was introduced to Timmy the Roadblock.
For in front of a sellout crowd at
Alumni Hall, O'Toole did what 15
opponents before him had failed to do.
He stopped Lionel Simmons. O'Toole
boxed, pushed, elbowed, and outplayed
Simmons into a mere mortal 9 points, 6
rebounds, and in doing so, kept his name
off the MAAC honor roll for the first
time this year. Simmons committed his
third foul in the first half and only scored
four points in the second stanza. "He
(O'Toole) just did a superior job on the
kid," stated Mitch. "It was great defense."

Perhaps on March 2, when Mitch
Buonaguro, stands at center court at the
Meadfowlands, surrouinded by a throng
of painted faces and Red Sea t-shirts to
accept the MAAC championship trophy,
and Dick Vitale thrusts a microphone in
his face and queries, "When did your
season turn around?", Mitch will pause
for a second, crack a smile and answer,
"Definitely the LaSalle game, Dick,
definitely the LaSalle game." Or maybe
Fairfield will lose the first game of the
MAAC playoffs when Kevin Houston of
Army hits a last second three pointer and
Buonaguro will moan to reporters, "We
just didn't play with the intensity of the
LaSalle game." Whatever the outcome,
there was more drama in last Saturday's
63-60 victory over LaSalle at Alumni
Hall than in a full week of General
Hospital.
First there was the matter of the
team coming into the gym. It was
something like having the flu in the
winter and going out for a light jog in
you underwear—not exactly what the
doctor ordered. The Stag's had been
struggling —Fordham held a four point
lead when that game was postponed and
St. Peter's had smoked them on Tuesday—
and alhough LaSalle had been beaten by
Iona and Fordham, they were still
considered the team to beat in the
conference.. "If we had lost tonight,"
stated Mitch, "it would have been
devastating. Our confidence would have
been shot." The Explorers had beat Villanova and lost to North Carolina by
seven.
If O'Toole was the defensive star,
Also it was the much awaited arrival
then
offensively, the spotlight belonged
of LaSalle's highly touted freshman
to
Gromos.
Fairfield's only hope against
Lionel Simmons. Called by Dick Vitale,
a
big
LaSalle
front line, the senior center
"a member of my All-rookie team-one
answered
the
bell as he had game highs
of the finest frosh in the nation,"
in
the
point
(26)
and rebound (7) departSimmons had scored 22 against 'Nova,
ment.
His
deft
touch
inside (10-17) helped
21 against Georgia, and 22 against the
stagger
the
persistent
Explorers.
Tar Heels. The MAAC's leading
rebounder (10) and second leading score
However, the Stags needed a
(19), Simmon's had been named MAAC knockout punch. With 3:40 left,
Rookie of the Week six times and the one Eddie Duncan continued to display why
week he was not named it really wasn't many coaches are double checking his
his fault. For that seven day span, he was year of graduation. The fearless frosh
named Player of the Week.
made a daring move to the hoop. So
What's more, with the Stags in need surprised was Tarr that he fouled Duncan.
of a bucket to take a lead on what could When the ball found "bottom of the net,
have been their final possession and no Alumni Hall erupted into a frenzy. He
time left on the shot clock, the ball completed the three point play, but Tarr
found its way into the" hands of knotted the game at 58 with his
emotionally drained Troy Bradford, a man aforementioned jumper. Fairfield and
Mitch Buonaguro wasn't even sure he LaSalled both traded misses and the
wanted in the g.'.me.'
Stags had a chance to go ahead. It was a
"We wanted to take to (Larry) situation though, which is why Mitch
Koretz and (Tim) Legler out of the Buonaguro loathes the three point play.
game," said Buonaguro. Koretz, the The Stags got possession with 1:05 to
senior forward is averaging 13.1 points go. Should the Stags run out the 45
per game and almost six rebounds, while second clock and score, they would have
Legler is the third leading scorer with a given LaSalle the ball with 20 seconds
19.6 average. "We felt Simmons would left, not only a chance to tie, but with
beat us on the boards, so we concentrated three legitimate three-point threats

(Legler, Koretz, and Tarr), a chance to
win.
However what LaSalle would do
once it got the ball, mattered little if
Fairfield did not score. So Fairfield called
time out to talk it over. "I wasn't sure I
should put him in given the recent chain
of events," said Mitch. "But (assistant
coach Tom Barrisse) told me that he was
a money player, and we decided to go
with him." The he Buonaguro speaks of
was Bradford. Troy's line on the game
until the :43 mark was four points in 15
minutes.
The shot clock wound down. Eddie
Golden directed the ball to Bradford who,
because of the defense, found himself in
three point land. He let go and the ball
pierced the orange iron. Bullseye. If the
crowd had gone into a frenzy following
the Duncan hoop, it simply erupted after
this one. "It worked perfectly," gleamed
Buonaguro. "That was the shot we
wanted Troy to take, although we didn't
ask for a three pointer. It was a great
shot."
Fairfield survived a scare when

Wynder fouled Legler on a three-point attempt. The possible four point play
scare vanished when the shot missed the
mark, but amidst a deafening crowd roar,
Legler converted his two free throws.
Then Golden was fouled off the inbounds
pass. The senior guard, who has been
struggling at the line, converted both his
charity tosses to create the need for a
LaSalle three-pointer. O'Toole missed the
front end of a one-and-one following a
steal, but LaSalle's last second haltcourt
heave fell short, provoking a Red Sea
leakage onto the court.
"It was the best win since I've been
here," claimed Mitch. "This is a great
LaSalle team and we needed this win. I
told the kids before this was our biggest
game of the year. The key was our
patience and poise. We waited for our
shots and played tough defense. After the
close losses we've had lately, this gives
us our confidence back."
Now 6-7 (I-I MAAC) Fairfield takes
there newfound confidence into last nights
Manhattan game a tough Saturday matchup vs. the Gaels of Iona.

How does it feel to boldly go where no man has gone before. AJ catch the feeling.
[Photo by Vince Cervoni]

Fordham

Reached

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Commissioner Don DiJulia has confirmed
that Fairfield and Fordham have mutually
agreed to the continuation of the suspended game of January 10th. The final 1:42
will be played at Fordham on February 7th
at 12:00 Noon. A previously scheduled

women's game between both institutions
will follow the conclusion of the women's
game. The regularly scheduled men's game
will begin after the women's game (original starting time was 2:00 p.m.; it is likely
the regularly scheduled game will begin
closer to 2:30 p.m.).

X

Paul Horton, F.U. HoopStar, lists his 5 favorite dunks.

1. Basic Slam
2. Spinning Reverse
3. Glazed do nut in coffee
4. Symphonic Tronics special
5. The Helicopter

Super Hoops
3 on 3
Jersey Ed Golden, whose two foul shots against LaSalle sealed a Fairfield U victory
.
,.. [Photo by Vjnce Cervoni]

SCHICK SUPER HOOPS 3 ON 3
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT- ALL
DAY, SATURDAY, JANUARY 24.
MEN'S
AND
WOMEN'S
DIVISIONS. SIGN YOUR TEAM UP
BY THURSDAY, JANUARY 22.
$3/TEAM.
-

ITS A FUN COMPETITION
WITH PRIZES AND AWARDS.
CAMPUS
WINNERS
WILL
PARTICIPATE
IN
REGIONAL
SCHICK
SUPER
HOOPS
FESTIVALS.

